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Protein recognition of DNA sites is a primary event for gene func-
tion. Its ultimate mechanistic understanding requires an integrated
structural, dynamic, kinetic, and thermodynamic dissection that is
currently limited considering the hundreds of structures of protein-
DNA complexes available. We describe a protein-DNA-binding
pathway in which an initial, diffuse, transition state ensemble with
some nonnative contacts is followed by formation of extensive
nonnative interactions that drive the system into a kinetic trap.
Finally, nonnative contacts are slowly rearranged into native-like
interactions with the DNA backbone. Dissimilar protein-DNA inter-
faces that populate along the DNA-binding route are explained by
a temporary degeneracy of protein-DNA interactions, centered on
“dual-role” residues. The nonnative species slow down the reaction
allowing for extended functionality.

energy landscape ∣ human papillomavirus E2 protein ∣ kinetic trap ∣
kinetics ∣ protein-DNA interaction

The formation of specific protein-DNA complexes is key to the
regulation of genome replication and expression. Under-

standing of such a fundamental molecular mechanism requires
the integration of structure, thermodynamics, and kinetics. Most
specific DNA-binding proteins show measurable affinity to DNA
sequences bearing no similarity to their target site (1, 2). It is,
thus, generally accepted that these proteins first bind nonspeci-
fically to genomic DNA which speeds up the search for their
target sequence through facilitated diffusion (3). The kinetics
of DNA sequence recognition (3, 4) often involve multistate ki-
netic routes with populated intermediates (4–8). The build up of
molecular interactions along multistate routes has been deduced
indirectly from structural and thermodynamic studies (1–3, 9–17),
but kinetic characterization of intermediates and transition state
ensembles is still scarce.

The structures of several proteins in complex with target DNA
sites, variants thereof and random DNA sequences, have been
solved and used as models for transient intermediates of specific
recognition (10–17). It has been found that proteins contact the
DNA using approximately the same binding site and orientation
in all complexes (10–18). In nonspecific complexes, the interface
between the two molecules is stabilized by electrostatic inter-
actions between charged protein side chains and the DNA back-
bone (1, 9–17). In complexes with target DNA sites, there are also
interactions between side chains and bases (10–17). Strikingly,
some so-called “dual-role residues” interact with the DNA back-
bone in nonspecific complexes and with DNA bases in specific
complexes (14, 15, 17) or form different interactions with bases
in nonspecific and specific complexes (13). These residues are
postulated to form transient “nonnative” interactions. Because
these studies are not time-resolved, the existence of nonnative
interactions and their influence on the overall rate of specific
complex formation remains to be directly tested.

Specific binding of the C-terminal domain of the human
papillomavirus type 16 E2 master regulator (E2C) to its four
target DNA sites in the viral genome is a well-characterized
regulatory event (19–21) and an excellent model system that

has been thoroughly studied from the structural, dynamic and
thermodynamic viewpoints (19, 21–25). The energy landscape
that underlies E2C binding to a short oligonucleotide populates
two main routes. One of them can be described as 2-state and the
other appears to populate at least two intermediates (4):

E2C + DNA E2C:DNA

Iearly Ilate

The rate-limiting transition state ensemble for the two-state
route is stabilized mainly by specific interactions similar to those
in the final complex (“native-like”), compatible with a minimally
frustrated free energy landscape for sequence recognition (26).
Here, we characterize the molecular interactions along the multi-
state route that allow us to map the overall topography of the
binding energy landscape.

Results
Mutagenesis of the Multistate Route. TheHPV16E2Cdomain folds
into a homodimeric β-barrel wrapped by four α helices and two 310
helices (19, 22, 23). The domain is a very stable homodimer with a
Kd of 0.4 nM under the conditions used in this work (27). Because
we perform ourmeasurements at 20 nME2C or higher concentra-
tions, it is safe to consider the monomer-dimer equilibrium negli-
gible. The E2C domain does not fold or drastically change its
average structure upon specific DNA-binding, undergoing only
subtle changes in conformation and larger changes in the dynamics
(23, 24). The HPV16 E2C-DNA interface involves a pseudo-
palindromic 14-base long DNA target site and 16 E2C residues
as shown by detailed comparison of homologous E2C-DNA com-
plexes, mutagenesis and biophysical measurements (19, 23–26)
(Fig. 1A).Fivehighly conserved residues fromα1 formspecific con-
tacts to DNA bases (19, 23–26) and are the main determinants of
E2C sequence specificity (20). Twelve residues, mainly from helix
α1, the 310 helix and the β2-β3 loop of each monomer, form only
nonspecific contacts with the DNA backbone (23, 24, 26).

In previous work, we used a fluorescein-labeled cognate DNA
site (Site35-18, which includes two flanking nucleotides at either
side of the 14-base E2C target sequence) to measure equilibrium
E2C-DNA binding for 17 E2C point mutants and characterized
the contribution of 13 of the 16 interfacial residues to the stability
of the final complex (25). We also reported the rate constants for
association and dissociation along the two-state and multistate
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kinetic routes for 17 E2C point mutants (26) (Table S1 and
Figs. S1 and S2). We assigned the rate constants to the two kinetic
routes and used those corresponding to the two-state route to
characterize the contribution of 10 of the 16 interfacial residues
to the stability of the transition state ensemble of the two-state
route (TSE2−state) (26). Here, we present data for the K349A
mutant and use the rate constants assigned to the E2C-DNA
multistate route to describe the energetics of 11 of the 16 inter-
facial residues in the first and last transition state ensembles for
the multistate route. Additionally, we measure intrinsic E2C
tryptophan fluorescence and ANS release to follow the intercon-
version of the intermediates populated along the multistate route
(4) (Table S1 and Figs. S3 and S4. The effect of mutations on the
stability of the final complex (25) and the kinetics of the two-state
route (26) serve as a reference to interpret the results.

Early Transition State Ensemble (TSEmultistate
early ). The first step of the

E2C-DNA multistate route is the association of the free reagents
to form an encounter complex (4). The free energy barrier that
separates the unbound reagents from the encounter complex and
the transmission coefficient determine the rate constant for asso-
ciation, kmultistate

ON . Assuming that the transmission coefficient is
the same for all E2C variants, we can evaluate the effect of muta-
tions on the free energy barrier, ΔΔGmultistate

ON;earlyTSE, from the asso-
ciation rate constants for the wild type and mutant complexes:

ΔΔGmultistate
ON;earlyTSE ¼ −R · T · ln

�
kmut;multistate
ON

kwt;multistate
ON

�

The results for 17 E2C mutants are shown in Table S1 and Fig. 1A
and B. The effects of most mutations on the association rate, thus,
on stability of TSEmultistate

early are small, with 14 mutants decreasing
kmultistate
ON 3-fold or less. This is consistent with a nonspecific asso-
ciation of the two molecules. Mutations Y301N, K304A, and
K325R decrease kmultistate

ON at least 5-fold, and mutations K304A

and K325R decrease kmultistate
ON at least 10-fold, standing out as

likely “hot spots” for this first reaction step.
Remarkably, mutations K325R and K297R have opposite ef-

fects on the stability of TSEmultistate
early and that of the final complex.

Namely, K325R stabilizes the final complex by 0.5 kcal∕mol but
destabilizes TSEmultistate

early by 2.5 kcal∕mol, and mutation K297R
destabilizes the final complex by 3.3 kcal∕mol but stabilizes
TSEmultistate

early by 0.6 kcal∕mol. We interpret that these two side
chains form intermolecular interactions in TSEmultistate

early with
energetics that are drastically different from those in the final
complex, that is, the interactions are nonnative (28).

Intermediate Interconversion Along the Multistate Route. After
crossing TSEmultistate

early the E2C:DNA complex populates at least
two intermediates, as indicated by two concentration-indepen-
dent phases in the association kinetics followed by tryptophan
fluorescence, with rate constants of 27.7 and 0.019 s−1 for wild
type E2C (Table S1) (4). The faster phase monitors the intercon-
version between the encounter complex and a late intermediate
(Ilate) (4), while the slower phase is the rate-limiting step of the
multistate route and reports the conversion of Ilate into the final
native complex (4).

The association kinetics of ANS-bound E2C to DNA report on
the kinetics of desolvation of the E2C-DNA interface (4). They
present a decrease in fluorescence with a single rate constant of
0.027 s−1, indicating that the DNA does not displace ANS until
the last, rate-limiting step of the route (4). All tested E2C variants
show ANS release upon formation of the final complex, with a
rate constant that matches the slowest tryptophan phase
(Table S1, Fig S5, correlation R-value 0.88, p-value 0.004, and
slope 1.10� 0.15). This indicates that the multistate route is
robust to small amino acid perturbations.

We observe that nine of the mutations change the rate constant
for the faster tryptophan phase 2-fold or less, whereas seven
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Fig. 1. Effect of point mutations on the stability of the first and last transition state ensembles in the multistate E2C-DNA kinetic route. (A) Representation of
the effects on TSEmultistate

early on the surface of the DNA-bound conformation of the HPV16 E2C homodimer (23). Relevant residues are labeled in a single monomer
for clarity. Residues in α1 contacting the DNA bases as deduced from homologous E2C-DNA complexes, mutagenesis, and biophysical measurements (19, 23–26)
(N294, K297, C298, Y301, and R302) are Underlined. Residues N294, K297, Y301, and R302 also form nonspecific contacts with the DNA backbone as well as two
other residues in α1, T295 and R300 (19, 23–26). K304 and K305 from the 310 helix; V324, K325, and K327 from the β2-β3 loop; and T316, H318, K349, and T353
outside of themajor recognition elements also form nonspecific contacts with the DNA backbone (23, 24, 26). Residues are colored according to changes in free
energy upon mutation to alanine, except for K297R, R300M, and R302M. Uncharacterized residues are colored gray. (B) Comparison of the effects on
TSEmultistate

late (Blue Bars) and on the final complex (Black Bars). (C) Representation of the effects on TSEmultistate
late on the surface of the DNA-bound conformation

of the HPV16 E2C homodimer (23). (D) Comparison of the effects on TSEmultistate
late (Green Bars) and on the final complex (Black Bars).
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variants of K297, C298, Y301, K304, K305, K325, and K327 slow
down this phase more than 2-fold (Table S1 and Fig. 2A White
Bars). This strongly suggests that the interactions formed between
these wild type side chains and the DNA accelerate conversion
from the encounter complex to Ilate.

Strikingly, 10 of the mutations lead to at least a 2-fold increase
in the rate constant for the slower tryptophan phase and none of
the mutations decreases it (Table S1 and Fig. 2A Black Bars). This
implies that the interactions formed in Ilate by K297, C298, Y301,
K305, V324, K325, and K327 slow down rearrangement of this
species into the native complex. In other words, Ilate is a kinetic
trap stabilized by interactions that must break apart to reach the
global free energy minimum.

The DNA oligonucleotide used in this and previous work,
Site35-18 (4, 25, 26), includes two flanking nucleotides at either
side of the 14-base E2C target sequence (20). We have used
tryptophan fluorescence to measure the association kinetics of
E2C to Site35-18, Site35-48, and Site35-80, double-stranded
oligonucleotides where the 14-base specific sequence is flanked
at either side by a randomized sequence of 2, 17, and 33 nucleo-
tides, respectively (Table 1 and Fig. S6). Due to the smaller
amplitude compared to the fluorescein-labeled DNA, only one
bimolecular reaction was observed. Interestingly, between the
three oligonucleotides there are only 1.6-fold or smaller differ-
ences in the rate constants for association and dissociation of
the encounter complex and in the fast and slow concentration-in-
dependent tryptophan phases that monitor formation and escape
from the kinetic trap in the multistate route. Thus, the kinetic
trap is not affected by the presence of flanking nonspecific DNA.

Late Transition State Ensemble (TSEmultistate
late ). Exiting the kinetic trap

that precedes the final complex requires crossing a large free
energy barrier determined by TSEmultistate

late (4). We next investigate
which intermolecular interactions stabilize TSEmultistate

late , relative
to the unbound reagents, by evaluating the effect of a mutation
on the stability of the final complex and on the rate constant for
dissociation as follows:

ΔΔGmultistate
ON;lateTSE ¼ ΔΔGeq − R · T · ln

�
kmut;multistate
OFF

kwt;multistate
OFF

�

The results are shown in Table S1 and Fig. 1A and B. For seven of
the nine mutations probing residues that interact with the DNA
backbone in the native complex, T295A, K305A, V324A, K325A,
K325R, K327A, and K327R, the effect of mutation on
TSEmultistate

late is approximately the same as for the stability of the
native complex. Only mutations K304A and K349A destabilize
TSEmultistate

late much less than they destabilize the native complex.
On the other hand, only two of the mutations probing residues
that interact with DNA bases in the native complex, K297R
and Y301N, destabilize TSEmultistate

late significantly. The other four
mutations, Y301F, Y301A, R302M, and R302Q, change the sta-
bility of TSEmultistate

late by 0.36 kcal∕mol at most, clearly less than for
the final complex. Thus, the energetics of the nonspecific inter-
actions with the DNA backbone in TSEmultistate

late resemble those in
the native complex. The side chains making specific interactions
in the native complex contribute only marginally to the stability
of TSEmultistate

late .

Prevailing Role of Nonnative Interactions in the Multistate Route.
Combining the data for TSEmultistate

early and TSEmultistate
late with the ef-

fect of mutations on the two tryptophan phases allows for a gen-
eral picture to emerge. TSEmultistate

early is stabilized by nonnative
interactions involving residues K325 and K297 (see above).
Mutation K304A is a “hot spot” for TSEmultistate

early but has nearly
no effect on the on the stability of TSEmultistate

late , suggesting that
K304 also forms nonnative interactions in TSEmultistate

early .
After crossing of TSEmultistate

early and formation of the encounter
complex, the wild type side chains of K297, C298, Y301, K304,
K305, V324, K325, and K327 speed up the fast tryptophan phase.
We interpret that formation of Ilate involves more nonnative in-
teractions than the few present in TSEmultistate

early . Escape from this
kinetic trap requires a reorganization of the E2C-DNA interac-
tions. The energetics of K305, V324, K325, and K327 become
similar to those in the final complex, whereas the interactions
formed by K297, C298, Y301, and K304 are partial or totally dis-
rupted. T295 plays a significant role in the multistate route by
forming native-like interactions in TSEmultistate

late , whereas R302
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Fig. 2. Effect of point mutations on the fast and slow concentration-independent association phases in the multistate E2C-DNA kinetic route. (A) Bar plot of
the effects on the fast (Empty Bars) and slow phases (Black Bars). Thin Lines are a guide for the eye and correspond to a 2-fold change in the rate constant.
(B) Correlation between the mutational effects on the fast and slow phases. R is −0.75, p-value is 0.011.

Table 1. Association kinetics of E2C to a specific sequence within oligonucleotides of different lengths

Site35 kON∕108 (M−1 s−1) kOFF (encounter complex) (s−1) kWfast (s−1) kWslow (s−1)

18 9.8 ± 1.2 22 ± 8 27.7 ± 2.8 0.019 ± 0.001
48 6.6 ± 0.6 16 ± 4 17.2 ± 0.6 0.019 ± 0.001
80 8.1 ± 1.4 17 ± 11 20.7 ± 1.1 0.023 ± 0.001

Kinetics were followed by intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence (4). The sequences of Site35-18, Site35-48, and Site35-80 are 5′ GTA ACC
GAA ATC GGT TGA 3′, 5′GCC CAT TTT GTA GCT GTA ACC GAA ATC GGT TGAATG CTT TTT GGC ACA 3′, and 5′ TCT TTG TTC GGA CTG GGC
CCATTT TGT AGC TGTAAC CGA AAT CGG TTG AAT GCT TTT TGG CAC ACATCG ACA GTC TGA CG 3′, resp. (specific sequence is in bold).
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and K349 only contribute to the stability of the final E2C-DNA
complex and do not appear to play a role in the kinetics.

The molecular picture that emerges for the E2C-DNA multi-
state route is an early formation of nonnative interactions that
eventually lead the system into a late intermediate acting as a
kinetic trap. Escape from the trap involves breaking these
nonnative interactions which occurs in parallel with formation of
native-like interactions between E2C and the DNA backbone.

Free Energy Correlations in E2C-DNA-Binding. We use free energy
correlations as a quantitative test of the residue-by-residue ana-
lysis of the two E2C-DNA kinetic routes. If two given E2C:DNA
complexes (such as the native complex, a transient intermediate,
or a transition state ensemble) have similar structures, we assume
that the effects of mutation on the stability of the two complexes
relative to the unbound reagents will be correlated (28, 29). We
may also test for correlations with the effects of mutation on the
fast and slow tryptophan phases that report on the interactions
formed or broken upon formation of and exit from Ilate.

We first quantified the similarity between the final E2C:DNA
complex and the transient complexes along the two parallel
kinetic routes. There is a correlation between the effects of
mutation on the stability of the final complex and TSE2−state

(R 0.76, p-value 8 · 10−3, Fig. 3A and Table 2). This suggests that
the E2C-DNA 2-state binding route is dominated by native-like
interactions (28, 30), as we previously proposed (26). For the
multistate route, there is no significant correlation between
the stability of the final complex and the fast or slow tryptophan
phases nor TSEmultistate

early (Fig. 3B and Table 2). Thus, measurable
nonnative interactions take place in the first steps of the multi-
state route. The stabilities of the final complex and TSEmultistate

late
do show significant correlation (R 0.67, p-value 2.4 · 10−2, Fig. 3C
and Table 2), suggesting that the E2C:DNA interactions at the
last transition state ensemble of this route resemble those in
the native complex. Interestingly, the effect of mutations on
TSE2−state is not correlated with the effect on TSEmultistate

early ,
TSEmultistate

late , or the tryptophan phases (Fig. 3D and E and
Table 2). This confirms that the two kinetic routes involve sub-
stantially different intermolecular interactions.

The first steps of the E2C:DNA multistate route involve
formation of nonnative interactions and lead to a kinetic trap.
The lack of correlation between the effects of mutation on
TSEmultistate

early and the two tryptophan phases (Table 2) suggests that
nonnative interactions in TSEmultistate

early and the kinetic trap are dis-
similar. Remarkably, the rate constants for the two tryptophan
phases respond in compensating ways to mutation (R -0.75,
p-value 0.011, Fig. 2B and Table 2). Thus, the interactions that
lead the E2C:DNA complex into the kinetic trap are, overall,
similar to the interactions that need to be broken to exit from
it. Finally, the effects of mutation on TSEmultistate

early and the trypto-
phan phases are not correlated with the effects on TSEmultistate

late
(Fig. 3D and Table 2). This confirms that the E2C:DNA complex
at TSEmultistate

late resembles the final complex (Fig. 3F) rather than
the species that precedes it.
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Fig. 3. Free energy correlations in E2C-DNA complex formation. Each ΔΔG-value (in kcal∕mol) describes the effect of a mutation on a given state along the
E2C-DNA kinetic routes, taking the unbound reagents as a reference. The p-value describes the probability of observing the correlation by chance. (A) Final
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late .
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Table 2. Free energy correlations in E2C-DNA complex formation

R-value P-value

Comparison of the two routes with the final complex
ΔΔGeq versus TSE2−state 0.76 0.008
ΔΔGeq versus TSEmultistate

early -0.15 0.55
ΔΔGeq versus lnkWfast 0.05 0.86
ΔΔGeq versus ln kWslow 0.09 0.73

ΔΔGeq versus TSEmultistate
late 0.67 0.024

Comparison between the two routes
TSE2−state versus TSEmultistate

early -0.38 0.15
TSE2−state versus ln kWfast 0.09 0.74
TSE2−state versus lnkWslow 0.01 0.99

TSE2−state versus TSEmultistate
late 0.29 0.29

Early steps of the multistate route
TSEmultistate

early versus lnkWfast -0.16 0.53
TSEmultistate

early versus lnkWslow 0.07 0.78
ln kWfast versus ln kWslow −0.75 0.011

Early versus late steps of the multistate route
TSEmultistate

early versus TSEmultistate
late 0.05 0.86

ln kWfast versus TSEmultistate
late 0.19 0.51

lnkWslow versus TSEmultistate
late 0.26 0.35

The p-value is the probability of observing the correlation by chance.
Numbers in bold indicate correlations statistically significant at the
0.05 level.
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Discussion
Specific protein-DNA-binding at equilibrium is often a decep-
tively simple, two-state process in which only the unbound
reagents and the final complex are populated (4–8). However,
the few kinetic mechanisms determined to date revealed a richer
picture, with parallel routes and transient intermediates (4–8). In
the absence of high-resolution kinetic work, structural studies
suggested that multistate routes for protein-DNA-binding start
with the formation of nonspecific interactions with the DNA
backbone (1, 9–17), and that some dual-role residues may form
transient nonnative interactions along the route (13–15, 17).
E2C-DNA-binding is also two-state at equilibrium (21) but
kinetically complex (4) (Figure 4A). Upon association the system
partitions into two kinetic routes (4), whose rate constants differ
only two-fold (Table S1), making both routes kinetically signifi-
cant under the conditions of our measurements. Here, we study
the intermolecular interactions present along the multistate
route. Charged residues K297, K304, and K325 stabilize the first
transition state of the multistate route, although through nonna-
tive interactions that are not necessarily limited to the DNA back-
bone (13). After this first transition state, we find direct proof for
nonnative interactions formed by eight dual-role E2C residues
located in helix1 and the β2-β3 loop (Fig. 2), providing kinetic
foundation to a hypothesis derived from static crystal structures
(13–15, 17). These widespread nonnative interactions guide the
E2C-DNA complex into a kinetic trap, delaying formation of the
native complex (Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Table 2). Neutral residues
C298, Y301 and V324 form some of these nonnative interactions,
indicating that the kinetic trap is not stabilized solely by electro-
static interactions with the DNA backbone and can not be
pictured as a nonspecific complex. The native complex and the
late intermediate form significantly different sets of intermole-
cular interactions (Table 2) and interconvert slowly, with a time
constant in the order of tens of seconds. We speculate that Ilate
may be a transient binding mode of E2C to its target sequence or
a complex of E2C with a partially overlapping site. In this context,
it is interesting to note that E2C (31) and other DNA-binding
proteins (32) are able to bind specifically to distinct target se-
quences. We propose that the alternative E2C-DNA complex
might have a functional role different from that of the native
one, such as modulating the search for the target sequence

(33) and/or the coalescence of other regulatory molecules
through allosteric effects (34).

We can use energy landscape theory to compare the two
E2C-DNA-binding routes and describe the reaction globally
(Fig. 4). The E2C-DNA-binding energy landscape has two very
different facets that involve substantially different intermolecular
interactions (Fig. 4B). The first one can be pictured as a smooth
funnel where native-like interactions predominate and lead to a
two-state transition (26). The second can be pictured as a rough
funnel in which frustration leads to populated intermediates
stabilized by nonnative interactions, in strong contrast with the
expectations from structural studies and with a smooth funnel.
Our mutagenesis of E2C DNA-binding residues shows that the
roughness on the landscape arises, at least partially, from a non-
native protein-DNA interface. Additionally, other factors may in-
crease the degree of frustration in the landscape in addition to
side-chain-DNA contacts, such as the requirement for DNA
bending (5, 7, 19, 21) or binding after sliding along nonspecific
DNA (3). The free E2C domain is stable (27) yet highly dynamic,
with less than half of backbone amide protons showing significant
protection from exchange with the solvent (24), while most back-
bone amide protons are shielded from exchange in DNA-bound
E2C (24). Moreover, the conformational diversity of the DNA-
binding helix is restricted upon binding (35) and internal confor-
mational rearrangements in the homodimeric β-barrel core take
place (24). We propose that these conformational rearrange-
ments involve internal interactions of E2C and contribute to
the large free energy barrier for conversion of the nonnative
Ilate into the final complex and its major enthalpic component
(4). In turn, our results provide a functional explanation for
the unusual dynamic properties of E2C. Protein folding
landscapes are minimally frustrated (28), making it intriguing that
the first protein-DNA-binding landscape studied in detail shows
such a high degree of frustration. Future work on other protein-
DNA complexes is needed to determine how common this
behavior is. At this point, we speculate that the physical basis
for frustration is the highly degenerate nature of protein-DNA
interactions in a hydrated, fluid interface. The fact that the
identified roughness is compatible with the evolutionary
constrains for the E2C-DNA interaction suggests that it may play
a functional role (34).

Fig. 4. Schematic free energy landscape for DNA sequence recognition by E2C. (A) Illustration of free energy as a function of the similarity to the native
complex (Qn, X-Axis) and to Ilate (Qt , Y-Axis), at conditions where both the native complex and the unbound reagents are populated. Low free energy regions
are in Blue, high free energy regions in Red. The free energy minimum for the unbound reagents (U) is at the lower left corner of the plot, the native complex
(N) is at the lower right corner and Ilate at the upper left corner. The two-state kinetic route takes place along the x-axis with the formation of native-like
contacts. The multistate kinetic route takes place first along the y-axis with the formation of nonnative contacts in the encounter complex and Ilate, and then
along the diagonal with the simultaneous disruption of nonnative contacts and formation of native-like ones to reach the final complex. (B) Double funnel
projection of the free energy landscape (36). The width of the plot represents the conformational entropy of the E2C:DNA system, and its depth represents the
energy of interaction between the two molecules. The top of the picture corresponds to non-interacting E2C and DNA, and the two funnels group native-like
and nonnative protein-DNA interactions. The two-state kinetic route takes place in the minimally frustrated native funnel (Right), centered on the free energy
minimum for the native complex. The multistate kinetic route maps to a frustrated nonnative funnel (Left) that is centered on Ilate. Conversion of this inter-
mediate into the global minimum requires the E2C:DNA complex to switch to the native funnel over TSEmultistate

late . Dissociation of the native complex may take
place over TSE2−state or TSEmultistate

late .
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Materials and Methods
The association and dissociation kinetics of the HPV16-E2C wild type and
mutant complexes were measured, analyzed with the proprietary Applied
Photophysics software or ProFit (Quantumsoft), and assigned to the two
binding routes as described (26). The structure representations were pre-
pared with Pymol [W.L. DeLano, The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System
(2002) DeLano Scientific].
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